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1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The length of the covalent bond formed between the oxygen and hydrogen atom in the water 

molecule, denoted   , and the length of the subtle touch bond formed between hydrogen atoms in the 

same molecule, denoted           are related through the     bond angle   as follows    : 

 

Figure1. Geometry of water molecule from steam to ice 

                                                                                                                                                                     

In the range between ice and steam the interpolated values of    length and     angle are of the 

water temperature    dependent    : 

             
               

     
                       

 

 
                                                                      

               
               

     
                          

 

 
                                                  

And so (of water temperature   dependent) is consequently the length of hydrogen subtle touch 

bond            . 

2. THE PROPOSAL 

Let us propose that the subtle touch between hydrogen atoms of the adjacent water molecules is 

possible, too. Such a bond can be formed, for instance, with the help of magnesium cation attracting 

water dipoles    : 

Abstract: Respecting the concept of subtle touch bonds the double subtle touch of water molecules around 

magnesium cation is proposed which should at the temperature of 29.10°C restrict the vibration of oxygen 

atoms around hydrogen-hydrogen subtle touched bond axis. 
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Figure2. Water molecules spread around magnesium cation 

Four water molecules spread around magnesium cation     are able to form fixed hydrogen 

octagon and consequently changeable oxygen square attached to it as long as the vibration of oxygen 

atoms around          bond axis is allowed. Let us examine the minimal and maximal oxygen square 

inside and partly outside the hydrogen octagon, respectively, to see how          and OO distance 

are related through     angle, denoted  . 

3. THE MINIMAL OXYGEN SQUARE 

 

Figure3. Minimal oxygen square inside hydrogen octagon 

According to section 5 at the minimal oxygen square the next relation between oxygen-oxygen and 
hydrogen-hydrogen distance is valid: 

                     
  

 
 

   
 
 

         
                                                                                                             

4. THE MAXIMAL OXYGEN SQUARE 

 
Figure4. Maximal oxygen square inside hydrogen octagon 

And at the maximal oxygen square holds the next relation between oxygen-oxygen and hydrogen-

hydrogen distance: 
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5. THE NEEDED FORMULA DERIVATION 

Applying the magnesium-water geometry the formulas     and     can be derived on the next way: 

 

Figure5. Magnesium-water geometry 

          
 

 
                                                                                                                                                                        

   
  

 
                                                                                                                                                                                       

         
  

 
         

 

 
                                                                                                                                    

   
  

  
 

  
          

 
 

  
                                                                                                                                                

                  

  
          

 
 

  
       

  
  

  

          
      

 
 

  

      
  

 
 

   
 
 

         
                                                                                                          

As previously mentioned the hydrogen subtle touch bond length             is of the water 

temperature dependent    ,    and so is consequently     the oxygen distance          . 

6. THE SUBTLE TOUCH BETWEEN OXYGEN ATOMS OF ADJACENT WATER MOLECULES 

The subtle touch orbit length of oxygen non-bound valence electrons in water molecule            is 

twice longer than the original orbit length                . And the corresponding subtle touch bond 

length          between oxygen atoms of adjacent water molecules is         shorter   : 

         
                

 
                                                                                                                                                      

For            
                         and            

                           we have: 
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Respecting interpolated values between      ) and      the subtle touch bond length          is of 

the water temperature   dependent as follows: 

                        
                             

     
    

                                
 

 
                                                                                        

7. THE SUBJECT OF INTEREST 

At some temperature the oxygen-oxygen distance    could equal the subtle touch bond length 

         between oxygen atoms of adjacent water molecules. This fact should restrict the oxygen 

vibration around          bond axis which is proposed to be present in the hydrogen octagon formed 

around magnesium cation     . The subject of interest of this paper is to find that temperature. 
Briefly, to examine the equality: 

                                                                                                                                                                                        

8. THE SUBTLE TOUCH BETWEEN OXYGEN ATOMS OF ADJACENT WATER MOLECULES IN 

HYDROGEN OCTAGON 

The subtle touch between oxygen atoms of adjacent water molecules spread in hydrogen octagon is 

achieved when the oxygen-oxygen distance    equals the oxygen subtle touch bond 

length             : 

The searched equality is found when: 

                                                                                                                                                                                  

Applying the equations     and      holds: 

           
  

 
 

   
 
 

         
                                

 

 
                                                     

Including the equation     we have:  

                   
  

 
 

   
 
 

         
 

                               
 

 
                                                                                         

And with the help of equation     the next explicit relation is given: 

                      
 

 
                 

  

 
 

   
 
 

         
 

                               
 

 
                                                                                         

The temperature          satisfies the above equality. 

No temperature can satisfy the equality                    . 

9. THE BOND LENGTHS OF WATER AROUND MAGNESIUM CATION AT T=29.10°C 

Following the double subtle touch concept the bond lengths of water molecules spread around 

magnesium cation at        are calculated step by step. 

In the first step using the equation    : 

                             
       

 
                                                                                                     

Second step using the equation    : 
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Third step using the equation     and    : 

                                                                                                     

Fourth step using the equation     : 

                                   
       

 
                                                                                  

And in the fifth step with the help of octagon and square geometry            : 

                

  
 

   
   
     

                                                                                                                             

The concerned bonds are collected in Table1. 

Table1. Bond lengths of water spread around magnesium cation at 29.10°C 

T   = HOH OH HH OO Mg++H 

29.10°C 108.03° 97.26 pm 157.40 pm 187.88 pm 205.65 pm 

The calculated magnesium –water bond length, denoted Mg
++

H, equals 206 pm what is in accordance 

with the data known from physical references where the mentioned bonds range from 206 to 215 

pm    . 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

The double subtle touch of water molecules achieved at water temperature of        should restrict 

the vibration of oxygen atoms around hydrogen-hydrogen bonds formed around magnesium cation. 

Since magnesium is essential for many crucial physiological functions this phenomenon could play a 
role in the case of hypothermia. 
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